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Basic EFL course with lesson plans and activities - by Yoda Schmidt recently, I was asked to teach a one-week course to several EFL students at a college near my workplace. The purpose of the course was to prepare the students for Nassus for New Zealand for 6 weeks as language exchange students. I was told (and
predictably) that their level was going to be very low: false beginners, but barely. Some real beginners in the mix for sure. When I walked into class, I said, nothing. How are you? A look of relief on their faces as they replied, ok. You? In the robotic way they learned in middle school. Ok. It was obvious. My job was cut out
for me. For me it will be a challenge because I always teach false beginners - the real ones, who have a lot of background knowledge and some listening ability, even if their spoken ability is limited. Below is an outline of the course complete with lesson plans and activities for teaching some very basic functions that they
may need immediately upon arrival in an English-speaking country or even a country where the level of English as a second language is quite high. There is no particular order to be followed, but I strongly recommend using Chris's english class first. Apparently, that's the most important lesson they can learn. All classes
are about an hour in length. All documents are in MS Word format to enable editing as teachers see fit: English in class: card activity. What to say when you don't understand someone is actually not my lesson plan. This lesson plan was written by Chris a few years ago. I always start beginner courses with it because it
gives students the skills to get information when they don't understand a speaker. Getting acquainted: Terminal some phrases for introducing yourself to students to look at questions to find out basic information about someone. The students engage in this language in chain activity and order activity. English at the
airport: A role-playing language needed to pass the class customs is divided into two groups. One group, passengers at the airport, have to pass the other group, customs and immigration officials. Making plans: Role-playing language of the lineup for preparing programs on the phone The department is divided into two
groups: callers and receivers. Callers call shelters and try to make plans over the phone. English Hotel: Role playing language simulation for booking hotel rooms half the class become hotel receptionists and the other half becomes guests. Guests go from the hotel to the hotel and book hotel rooms. English Restaurant:
Role playing language simulation for food ordering class is divided into two groups: waiters and customers. Customers move from restaurant to restaurant and order food. As a result of a complication, everyone has something to complain about. Role Playing Banking: Role playing language simulation for managing bank
transactions A one-hour banking role-playing game that examines the phrases needed to make five basic bank transactions: money deposit, money withdrawal, cash chees, exchange currency and payment accounts. The students are divided into banking vaults and bank customers. Bank customers approach the
Commers and make bank transactions in a role-playing doctor: role-playing language simulation for visiting the doctor one hour role playing a visit to the doctor who studies the phrases needed to visit the doctor's offoce and talk about diseases and prescriptions. Directions I: Arranges language role recognition for
providing directions based on street name and surrounding buildings. An hour's role-playing game for asking someone out and giving directions to the restaurant. Students also practice superlative (hottest, freshest, best) and nationality adjectives (Japanese, Chinese, Italian) directions II: traveling on foot or in car
language for providing directions by which way to get off and where to become a one-hour role-playing game for giving directions and suggestions. Students also practice through reported speech and talk about museums. Directions III: Take the subway or bus language to give directions by subway or bus a one-hour
role-playing game about providing directions by subway or bus and talking about department store sales. Tours: Making reservations How much is it?: Role playing game shopping 3 activities plus vocabulary support for shopping. This unit contains an information gap, walking and talking, and role play, as well as many
vocabulary worksheet. I need a ticket to Oska, Japan?: Flight ticketing language role-playing for buying airfare. This unit contains an hour-long role-playing game in which students are divided into passengers and airline ticket contents. Passengers need to find information about airfare. I need to send this to Mexico?:
Going to the post office's role-playing language for mailing letters and packages. This unit contains an hour-long role-playing game in which students are divided into postal clerks and customers who wish to send packages and letters. Introduction: LANTERNFISH contains teaching resources for printing for language art,
TESOL, TEFL, and ESL. Young Learners Worksheets: Basic ESL worksheets for K7 young learners. This section has been widely expanded with over 100 units of study materials from young learners. Seasonal links: Autumn worksheets learned fall vocabulary with worksheets and these autumn activities. Also, check
out the autumn teaching resources for young learners, autumn bingo, and fall super quiz game. Halloween worksheets have a number of worksheets and Halloween activities including Halloween bingo, Halloween tabs, Halloween videos, and a Super Halloween quiz game. There is also a young study unit for Halloween.
New! Super quiz game create quiz games for your class with generators and a new super quiz game. Workplace interactions Prepare your students to interact with workplace coworkers with this listening, reading, and vocabulary in the workplace New! Listening choices practice listening with beginner, medium and
progressive dialogues. New! Vocabulary Video Presentations There are a number of vocabulary video presentations on topics such as the season, cooking verbs, and places in the city. Questions content game board excellent media activity with extensive support materials for teaching children. In a content questions
board game kids answer content questions like what seeds should grow? Word skills game great word skills game with extensive support materials to teach kids how to talk about words. Harissa Puzzles This section contains a puzzle worksheets bead that can be used as a fun vocabulary survey and bead awareness
exercises. Now there are also angrama puzzles, homophone puzzles, and word morph puzzles as well. Proverbs communication activity students are given common english proverbs to communicate with other students. Students then take a quiz to test their communication skills. Do I need a ticket to Oska, Japan?
Students practice purchasing plane tickets from ticketing agents in this ensemble style role-playing game. Good for English tourism, English businesses or fake beginners planning to travel. Frog Lifecycle Worksheets ESL based good content with these frog lifecycle worksheets. Can I pick on you for a second? A role-
playing game in which students ask for help solving a puzzle. A good english role-playing class as students use language to talk about words. Reporting changes to a business ESL role-playing game in which students report changes to organizational slides and explain reasons why changes occurred. Can I take a
message? Phone English students practice taking and leave a message with this english role playing game phone. There is also a business version in English. Give directions to role playing game to train and invite someone to dinner and give directions to the restaurant. Also providing directions II: directions by subway
or bus. And finally, providing directions 3: directions by road map and offering a place to go. Movie lessons! Two great activities with worksheets, roles, and activities for teaching ESL to movies. Am I calling about the apartment? A role-playing game where students ask about an apartment for rent. Small letter tracking
worksheets: Younger learners can practice their fine print with these ABC worksheets. Visiting a role-playing doctor one hour to practice phrases needed to discuss behavior with doctors. Banking Role Playing Game I: A one-hour banking role-playing game that examines the phrases needed to make five basic bank
transactions: depositing money, withdrawing money, cash chees, currency exchange and payment accounts. How much is it? This shopping unit includes information gap, survey, and roles. There are also vocabulary worksheets and teaching tips. Short call resources A collection of more than thirty short call worksheets.
Teaching effective communication using article cascading reading materials Effective communication instruction for ESL/EFL students. There are many materials prepared for the TEFL teacher in this article. Grapevine TEFL students spread rumors to practice their story skills in this loud and stimulating TEFL activity.
Football Grammar: Reported Speech: A grammatical activity with extensive resources for teaching indirect reporting speech. Travelling between teen monsters language: a new series of prolonged units with reading comprehension, actual pattern and vocabulary activities: traveling between monsters. Beagleborim: This
worksheet combines anthropology and ESL. Useful for teaching the current and former progressives. Cloze activities: A variety of cloze activities are sorted by difficulty. Irregular verbs in the past tense This new section contains substances to teach verbs in the most frequently irregular past tongue. Food chain
worksheets: Activities and worksheets to teach concepts related to food chains and food chains. Word Skills Cloze Activties This section contains worksheet generators for reviewing word skills such as synonyms, antonyms, categories, past language, and naming. Big tabs we've collected all our big ticket sets for one
part. Job Fair: A new lesson role-playing game in which students play job-seeking roles and an employer practice their interviewing skills. Easy ESL Crossword Puzzles Collection of ESL Crosswords Together by Lanternfish ESL: English Vocabulary Games A collection of games and vocabulary activities in a variety of
topics together by Lanternfish ESL for advanced beginners for intermediate students: Teaching relative sections with massive built-in input This section contains 20 crossword puzzles made using a database of clues in the form of relative sections. There is also a new collection with crossword word skills. Description and
title of active images is great for speaking and writing at the trial level. Students describe a picture in as many sentences as they can. There's also a section for young learners now. And now there's room for difference section and story questions worksheets. Initial sounds and final sounds Phonics worksheets over 30
new worksheets covering the initial sounds of words. There are also some new worksheets that have final sounds added. Also check out phonics monsters. Alphabet worksheets A collection of alphabet worksheets, including alphabet mazes, alphabetical trains, and large letter-painting worksheets, and lowercase
tracking sheets. Reading puzzle packs an early literacy tool that can also be used to reinforce words of vision and teach grammar and syntax in a variety of popular ESL class subjects. Juicy Baek: An intermediate adult role-playing game for advanced students. A fun, evocative thought! English Survival: A crash course
for false beginners who are about to take off to another country. ESL surveys: Students can review each other using one of many survey question sheets. There is also an empty template for teachers to make their own. Language: A new lesson plan in the Lesson Plan section. A phone lineup-style role-playing game in
which students make plans over the phone. Superlatives media activity students pass fact cards on the natural world containing an excellent adjective. ESL Science Center: A monthly internet magazine with scientific articles aimed at ESL learners. This month: reptiles, ampsimes, science, scientists and anthropology.
Writers Workshop: The workshop has passed. Lessons on plea weighing, plea building, and argument tirade. Relational word: Ghosts, trolls, and aliens are at home. Check the premout cards. Hypothetical Game: Hypothetical: A fluency game for hypothetical speech practice. A lot of work went to prepare this game for
middle/high school students. Enjoy! Web directory Some excellent links to other ESL sites. Other resources? Dolce's visual words teaching materials are new. As well as the Nisal verb crossword puzzles. Harry Potter worksheets. ESL Business Activities: Some good ESL business activities are on the business ESL
worksheets. ESL Game Boards: Dozens of printable game boards for communications departments. Holiday worksheets These sections contain links to all segments of the holiday worksheet: information gap exercises The information gaps cover topics from shopping to rooms at home. A call question asks subject
questions lists for free speech classes. Bingo Game: Learn animal names in the forest and connect 'F' with this bingo game. Now, there are a lot of new bingo games with bingo card generators with themes such as birds, animals, kitchen objects, shapes and colors. Concentrating the opposite: Use opposites to teach
vocabulary. This section includes games and worksheets for opposites. City worksheets: Tasks and worksheets with a city theme. Insect worksheets: Worksheets and activities to teach insect subjects. Themes.
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